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STUDENTS’RESPONSIBILITIES
It is the responsibility of all students registering in the Faculty of Arts:
1. to become familiar with the specific requirements for their degree and with the
academic regulations;
2. to ensure that the courses chosen meet all the programme requirements and the
requirements for graduation;
3. to ensure that they have completed the prerequisite(s) for courses chosen;
4. to ensure that there are no scheduling conflicts for the courses they have chosen;
5. to meet all the deadlines indicated in the University Calendar
(http://web1.uottawa.ca/uopr/regist/dates_future_en.asp).
SCHEDULING REQUIREMENTS
The new honours programme is primarily designed for those wishing to proceed to an
MA in some area of classics. Therefore it assumes that students will be taking at least a
few Latin or Greek courses at the 4000 level. These students’ requirements are addressed
in the first section below. Those who do not wish to pursue the languages beyond the
basic requirements and do not want to continue to an MA in classics are addressed in
section two.
* = additional courses strongly recommended for those intending graduate work
� = course that can be taken in second, third, or fourth year
Year 1 (four courses)
· LCL1101 + 1102 \ Latin
· CLA2101 + 2102 or 2103 + 2104 \ Greek or Roman history
Year 2 (six courses)
· LCL2101 + 3100 (+ LCL4100*) \Latin
· LCL2151 + 2152 \ Greek
· CLA2103 + 2104 or 2101 + 2102 \ Roman or Greek history

Year 3 (five courses)
· LCL4100 (+ LCL4100 x 2*) \ Latin
· LCL3151 + 3355 (+ LCL4150*) \ Greek
· CLA2130 or 2131 � \ Greek or Latin literature
· CLA3110 � \ History
Year 4 (five courses)
· LCL4100 (+ LCL4100 x 2*) \Latin
· LCL4150 (+ LCL4150*) \Greek
· CLA2120 or 2121 or 2110 � \ art or archaeology
· CLA3130 � \ literature topic
· CLA3110 or 4150 \ History
NOTES ON COURSES
TOPICS COURSES
There is no formal prerequisite for history or literature courses at the 3000-level, but
students are strongly encouraged to take the relevant 2000-level courses before
attempting the 3000-level courses, unless they already have the appropriate background.
These courses are differentiated by subtitles that change from year to year; you may
repeat the course for credit as often as you wish, provided it has a different subtitle each
time.
CLA3110 Topics in ancient history
CLA3130 Topics in Greek and Latin Literature
Note that you should take at least one 3000-level course in your second year and one
CLA4150 in your third and your fourth year. Keep in mind the requirements for 3000
and 4000 courses in your programme (see tables below).
The CLA and LCL 3000 and 4000 topics courses are listed on the website of the
department.
CROSS-LISTED COURSES
The following courses are also offered as CLA by other departments or programmes:
· CLT2140/CLA2140 The Celtic Iron Age
· HIS2335/CLA2335 Western Europe from the 5th to the 15th
Century
· PHI2122/CLA2122 Greek Wisdom
· PHI2380/CLA2380 Greek Philosophy or the Birth of Philosophy
· PHI3370/CLA3370 Plato : The Philosopher as Legislator
· PHI3380/CLA3380 Aristotle or the Search for Happiness
· SRS2382/CLA2382 Bible and Culture II : Texts and Traditions
of Early Christianity
· SRS2383/CLA2383 Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity
· SRS3163/CLA3163 Women in Early Christianity
· THE2145/CLA2145 Theatre History I : From Ritual to
Profession

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
The courses CLA3000 and CLA3900 involve participation in an archaeological
excavation or field survey. There are two ways of becoming involved in such excavations
or surveys. The first is to consult Prof. Dijkstra, who has contacts with various
Europeanled projects. Second, you can enroll in a ‘field school’ course at another
university. We receive a large compendium listing each year’s archaeological
excavations and it can be borrowed from the department office. The web is often an easy
way to0find other Canadian and foreign universities that offer such courses (American
and British are the easiest to deal with for the transfer of records). You can also check the
classics department’s web pages of links to other universities.
The maximum number of credits available from archaeological excavations is twelve and
students will only be allowed to count two excavations for credit . Possible combinations
are, therefore, CLA3900 + 3900 (= 6 cr.), CLA3000 + 3900 or 3900 + 3000 (=9 cr.), and
CLA 3000 + 3000 (=12 cr.). Students cannot enroll in both CLA3000 and CLA3900
during the same summer. Please see the director of undergraduate studies for further
details.
Permission to obtain credit will be granted by the director of undergraduate studies on a
case-by-case basis. It will not be granted unless the dig meets the following criteria: (1) it
has been approved by Prof. Dijkstra or it is run as a ‘field school’ course through another
university (this is fundamental); (2) it must last a minimum of two weeks (CLA3900) or
four weeks (CLA3000), with a minimum of five working days per week; (3) it must
involve a classical site (though in special circumstances Bronze or Iron Age
Mediterranean sites may be accepted); (4) it must offer suitable training; and (5) you
must not be paid during the excavation for which credit is to be granted. Application
forms for the approval of summer digs can be obtained from the academic assistant or
secretary. These must be filled out, then submitted to and approved by the director of
undergraduate studies before you will be allowed to register for any of these courses. It is
best to discuss any plans you may have for going on a summer dig with the director as
early in the school year as possible. For the summer, the deadline for approval is the last
week of March/first week of April so that all paperwork can be completed during the
normal pre-registration period.
For those registering in a course at another university
After approval has been granted by the director of undergraduate studies a ‘Letter of
Permission’ must be filled out and submitted (with appropriate payment). This will allow
the marks from the host university to be automatically transferred here upon completion
of the course. The director of undergraduate studies decides if the course is equivalent to
either CLA3000 or CLA3900 on the basis of the work load and the requirements. The
form can be obtained from the academic assistant or from Info Services in Tabaret. It is
up to the individual student to find a suitable excavation, to complete the ‘Letter of
Permission’, to register for the course at the host university, and to pay all associated fees
and costs.
Remember that archaeological digs make substantial demands on a person, both
physically and emotionally. Being in good health and physically fit is an absolute
necessity.

DIRECTED STUDIES COURSES
The most important point to note about directed studies courses is that they are for
students who need them, not for those who want them.
A directed studies course may take the form either of directed studies in a particular topic
(meeting three hours a week) or of an in-depth research paper. Those taking LCL4140 or
4190 are required to sit a translation exam.
All applications for directed studies must be approved by the chairman of the sector, the
director of undergraduate studies, and by the professor who undertakes to supervise the
student. The rejection of an application by any of these three will be considered final;
there is no appeal (though in the case of rejection by the supervising professor, the
student can attempt to find a different professor).
Students wishing to take directed studies should first ensure that they are enrolled in all
the required courses, then find a professor willing to supervise them. They should then
submit to the director of undergraduate studies a detailed proposal, including a course
outline, mark breakdown, methods of evaluation, and a letter of agreement from the
potential supervisor (or the supervisor may bring this document to the director
her/himself).
Since directed studies courses drain students away from other regularly scheduled classes
they will only be allowed in cases where students who have taken and are taking all
available courses require extra courses for such things as admission to graduate school.
Applications from students who do not take regular courses simply because they do not
like them or the professors will not be considered. Leaving critical decisions and courses
until the fourth year and then finding that it is too late will not be considered a valid cause
for a directed studies course.
SCHOLARSHIPS
The University of Ottawa offers many scholarships to students at the B.A. level. A
“Directory of Undergraduate Awards” is available at Financial Aids Services, located in
the University Centre.
The Classics sector offers two departmental scholarships:
Margaret and Michel Roussel Scholarship (minimum $500): Aims to encourage
academic excellence and bilingualism. Awarded to a full-time student who is entering his
or her fourth year of studies and meets certain requirements of excellence in courses
taught in French as well as in courses taught in English.
Trevor C. Jones Memorial Award ($1,000): Awarded to a graduating student in the
major or honours BA with specialization in classics programme.
Lazarus Rosenberg Bursary in Classics (amount can vary). Awarded to a 4th year
student in the BA with specialization in Classics.
There are also national competitions in which you are encouraged to participate
Classical Association of Canada Undergraduate essay competition (3 prizes of 150,
100 and 50$)
http://cac-scec.ca/eng/concours_essais.html
Classical Association of Canada Greek and Latin sight tranlsation competition (2 X
3 prizes 150, 100 and 50$)
http://cac-scec.ca/eng/concours_versions.html

IN ORDER TO CHART YOUR PROGRESS, PRINT AND FILL IN THE GRID
THAT CORRESPONDS TO YOUR PORGRAMME

MINOR IN CLASSICAL STUDIES
30 credits
Compulsory credits in Classical Studies
12 cr.
Optional credits in Classical Studies
18 cr.
Minimum of 6 credits at the 3000-level and above
Compulsory courses - 12 credits
CLA1101 - Greek Civilization

CLA1102 – Roman civilization




CLA2101 – Beginnings of Greek civilization
CLA2102 – Athens, Persia and Sparta
or
CLA2103 - The Republic
CLA2104 - The Early Empire

Optional courses in CLA and LCL – 18 credits

12 credits in CLA or LCL


3 cr.
3 cr.

6 credits in CLA or LCL at the 3000-level and above

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

12 cr.
6 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

________________________________________

3 cr.

NOTE : This programme cannot be combined with the Honours with specialization in Classics.

MAJOR IN CLASSICAL STUDIES

42 credits

Compulsory credits in Classical Studies
Optional credits in Classical Studies
Minimum of 6 credits at the 4000-level
and 12 credits at the 3000- or 4000-level

18 cr.
24 cr.

Compulsory courses – 21 credits
 CLA1101 – Greek Civilization
 CLA1102 – Roman Civilization







3 cr.
3 cr.

CLA2101 - The Beginnings of Greek Civilization
CLA2102 - Athens, Persia and Sparta
or
CLA2103 - The Republic
CLA2104 - The Early Empire

3 cr.
3 cr.

CLA3110 – Selected Topics in Ancient History
CLA3130 – Selected Topics in Ancient Literature in
Translation

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :
 CLA2110 - Archaeological Methods and Techniques
 CLA2120 - Greek Art
 CLA2121 - Roman Art
 CLA2122 – Greek Wisdom
 CLA2323 – Greek Mythology
 CLA2380 – Greek Philosophy or the birth of philosophy
 CLA2382 – Bible and Culture II
 CLA2383 – Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity
 CLA3163 – Women in Early Christianity
 CLA3333 – Religions of the Graeco-Roman World
 CLA3370 - Plato : the Philosopher as Legislator
 CLA3380 – Aristotle or the Search for Happiness
Optional courses in CLA and LCL – 21 credits

9 credits in CLA or LCL

6 credits in CLA or LCL at the 3000 level or above

6 credit in CLA or LCL at the 4000-level

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

9 cr.
6 cr.
6 cr.

NOTE : This programme cannot be combined with the Honours with specialization in Classics.

HONOURS BA WITH SPECIALIZATION IN CLASSICAL STUDIES 120 credits
Basic skills
12 cr.
Compulsory credits in Classical Studies
36 cr.
Optional credits in Classical Studies
24 cr.
Elective credits
48 cr.
Minimum of 6 credits at the 4000-level and 18 credits at the 3000- or 4000-level
Maximum of 42 credits at the 1000-level
CGPA
4.5
DGPA
5.0
Basic skills
 ENG1100 - Workshop in Essay Writing
 PHI1101 - Reasoning and Critical Thinking

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :
 ENG1120 - Literature and Composition I - Prose Fiction
 ENG1121 - Literature and Composition II - Drama and Poetry

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :
 PHI1102 - Moral Reasoning
 PHI1103 - Fundamental Philosophical Questions
 PHI1104 - Great Philosophers

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

Compulsory courses – 36 credits












CLA1101 – Greek Civilization
CLA1102 – Roman Civilization
CLA2101 – The Beginnings of Greek Civilization
CLA2102 – Athens, Persia and Sparta
CLA2103 – The Republic
CLA2104 – The Early Empire
CLA2110 – Archaeological Methods and Techniques
CLA3110 – Topics in Ancient History
CLA3130 – Topics in Ancient Literature in translation
CLA4150 – Seminar in Ancient History

3 credits from :
 CLA2120 - Greek Art
 CLA2121 - Roman Art
 CLA2122 – Greek Wisdom
 CLA2323 – Greek Mythology
 CLA2380 – Greek Philosophy or the birth of philosophy
 CLA2382 – Bible and Culture II
 CLA2383 – Jews and Christians in Late Antiquity
 CLA3163 – Women in Early Christianity
 CLA3333 – Religions of the Graeco-Roman World
 CLA3370 - Plato : the Philosopher as Legislator
 CLA3380 – Aristotle or the Search for Happiness
Optional courses in LCL or CLA – 24 credits
 9 credits in LCL or CLA (any level)
 12 credits in LCL or CLA at the 3000 level or above

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

 3 credits in LCL or CLA at the 4000 level
Elective courses – 48 credits
 48 elective credits
or



18 elective credits plus a minor

HONOURS BA WITH SPECIALIZATION IN CLASSICS 120 credits
Basic skills
Compulsory credits in Classics
Optional credits in Classics
Elective credits
Minimum of 6 credits at the 4000-level
and 18 credits at the 3000- or 4000-level
Maximum of 42 credits at the 1000-level
CGPA
DGPA

12 cr.
36 cr.
24 cr.
48 cr.

4.5
5.0

Basic skills
 ENG1100 - Workshop in Essay Writing
 PHI1101 - Reasoning and Critical Thinking

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :
 ENG1120 - Literature and Composition I - Prose Fiction
 ENG1121 - Literature and Composition II - Drama and Poetry

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :
 PHI1102 - Moral Reasoning
 PHI1103 - Fundamental Philosophical Questions
 PHI1104 - Great Philosophers

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

Compulsory courses – 36 credits










LCL1101 - Latin I
LCL1102 - Latin II
LCL2101 – Latin III
LCL2151 - Ancient Greek I
LCL2152 - Ancient Greek II
LCL3151 - Greek III
LCL3100 – Selection from Latin Authors
LCL3355 – Selection from Greek Authors

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

and






LCL3100 – Selection from Latin Authors (a second time)
LCL4100 – Latin Authors
LCL4100 - Latin Authors
LCL4100 – Latin Authors

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

or






LCL3355 – Selection from Greek Authors (a second time)
LCL4150 – Greek Authors
LCL4150 – Greek Authors
LCL4150 – Greek Authors

Optional courses in LCL or CLA – 24 credits
 24 optional credits in LCL or CLA.
Elective courses

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

24 cr.



48 elective credits

48 cr.

or



18 elective credits plus a minor

48 cr.

JOINT HONOURS IN CLASSICS AND PHILOSOPHY

92 credits

Classics - 48 credits



3 cr.



CLA1101 - Greek Civilization
or
CLA1102 - Roman Civilization







LCL1101 - Latin I
LCL1102 - Latin II
CLA2323 - Greek Mythology
LCL2151 - Ancient Greek I
LCL2152 - Ancient Greek II

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

3 cr.

6 credits from one of the following groups :
CLA2101 - The Beginnings of Greek Civilization

CLA2102 - Athens, Persia and Sparta

or
CLA2103 - The Republic

CLA2104 - The Early Empire


3 cr.

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

3 credits from :







CLA2105 - Introduction to Classical Archaeology
CLA2110 - Archaeological Methods and Techniques
CLA2152 - Greeks, Italians, and the Arts of the Near
East
CLA2153 - Classical Art and the Hellenistic World
CLA2154 - Art in the Roman Empire

6 credits in one of the following groups :




LCL2101 - Latin III
LCL3100 - Selections from Latin Authors

3 cr.
3 cr.

or




LCL3151 - Ancient Greek III
LCL3355 - Selections from Greek Authors

3 cr.
3 cr.

or




LCL4100 - Latin Authors1
LCL4150 - Greek Authors

3 cr.
1

3 cr.

9 optional credits CLA and LCL
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

3 optional credits CLA and LCL at the 4000 level
 __________________________________________

3 cr.

Philosophy - 48 credits

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.



PHI1101 - Reasoning and Critical Thinking

3 cr.

3 credits from :
PHI1102 - Moral Reasoning

PHI1103 - Fundamental Philosophical Questions

PHI1104 - Great Philosophers


3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

Compulsory courses











PHI2170 - Logic I
PHI2174 - Ethics
PHI2183 - Political Philosophy
PHI2380 - Greek Philosophy or the Birth of Philosophy
PHI2382 - Medieval Philosophy
PHI3170 - Theory of Knowledge
PHI3174 - Metaphysics : The Structure of Reality
PHI3377 - Contemporary Continental Philosophy
PHI3378 - Analytic Philosophy

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

6 optional PHI credits2




____________________________________________
____________________________________________

3 cr.
3 cr.

6 optional PHI credits at the 4000 level




____________________________________________
____________________________________________

3 cr.
3 cr.

*NOTE(S):
1
2

LCL4100 et LCL4150 are repeatable for credit with different content from year to year.
The following courses are recommended : PHI2312, PHI3370 and PHI3380.

HONOURS WITH SPECIALIZATION IN LATIN AND ENGLISH STUDIES 60 credits

Compulsory courses in Latin






LCL1101 - Latin I
LCL1102 - Latin II
LCL2101 - Latin III
LCL3100 - Selections from Latin Authors3

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

12 optional credits from Latin authors1 (LCL3100 or LCL4100)






______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.
3 cr.

6 optional credits in Latin or Classical Studies




__________________________________
__________________________________

3 cr.
3 cr.

